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MDE505 Stand Alone

I-light brightness adjustable lenses. Stainless steel switch Accessory: satin finished basket 
with interlocking silver cover

Technical DetailsMDE505 mirror with lights in the stand-alone version: support bar with foot in 
anodized aluminium. The support bar can be completed on the back side with 
a backlit light-box panel for adversting.

Perfect solution to furnish compact, functional and easy to set up
promotional corners. Customizable.

◆ Support bar with foot in anodized aluminium
◆ Height of the support bar max mm1850
◆ Optional accessories available: shelves, satin finished basket
◆ Completable with backlit light-box panel



ILLUMINATED MIRRORS COLLECTIONS

Cantoni has combined the professional quality of the exclusive I-light lighting system (create specifically for make up artists) with large 
wall mirrors created with essential and simple lines.

The carefully researched distance between the light points, the perfectly neutral colour temperature of 4200 kelvin, the
low energy consumption and the total absence of heat emission make them perfect for makeup, professional hairstyling
in beauty salons, pharmacies, commercial spaces and makeup schools.

Cantoni’s illuminated wall mirrors are divided into two ranges: MDE and SP
Italian handcrafted production.

ILLUMINATED WALL MIRRORS

ITALIAN PRODUCTION
Advanced machines and robotic procedures, 
to ensure maximum accuracy

ANODISED ALUMINIUM 40 MM



Ice effect methacrylate with  anodized aluminium profile.

SHELF - Shelves line

Easy and safe mounting

Methacrylate or tempered glass shelves available in 3 sizes, 
ice or transparent effect.
Ideal complement for MDE mirrors.

◆ Anodized aluminium profile
◆ asy and safe mounting
◆ 100% made in Italy

Technical Details
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All products by Cantoni are made in Italy with carefully selected materials.
Each product is the result of a careful study to ensure the best balance between aesthetics and technology. 
The authenticity of each piece by Cantoni is ensured by our trademark.

We are always available to respond to every request and question about products. 
Our technical department is then available for custom projects

PLEASE NOTE:
Cantoni reserves the right to modify at any time the items in the catalogue for technical or commercial purposes. 
Shipments are made from our offices in San Marino
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